(Article 15/29) RRSCurriculum Overview for Year 2 – SUMMER B – Time Travel!
English
Art & Design

Computing
Communication through the ages!

Its all about traveling through time
this term, to the past or the future.
Amazing adventures await us!

We take a journey back through
time with a camera in hand as
we explore pictures from the
past

 Tom’s midnight garden.
 A mighty fine time machine.



As we look into the future
we celebrate all we can be,
all we will do and what we
can achieve!

Flotsam



Art attack!
Painting, sketching, pastels and printing we
will be doing it all. Looking back over the year
as we show off our talents.






How do we communicate with each other?
Do we write letters to people we don’t see?
How can we communicate using technology?
Email, facetime, message, skype, text and
snapchat.

Whatever next?

Design & Technology

Trip

Time travel – Leaving our mark!

Mathematics


Number, place
Value – problem solving using
our place value knowledge





Making a time capsule!

Halifax

 Measure – choose the
Caluculation – review of 4
operations. Addition,
subtraction, division and
multiplication. Including adding
3 digit numbers.
Time – to five minute intervals



With cameras in hand we will photgraph our town
today and compare it with the past. What has
changed, what has stayed the same.

appropriate standard units to
estimate and measure length,
height, mass, capacity and
temperature.
Using different scales to
measure quantities,
temperature and weight.

SMSC

PSHEE (Article 12, 13) RRS

Remember in the past!

Science

Resilience

Is the past important?
How do we remember the past?
Is it important to remember the past?

History

The journey into KS2. Here we come!
 Next steps.
 How to deal with change.
 What makes a goof Year 3 pupil!

Our town

It’s all about scientific disvoveries this term
both old and new. With a focus on devloping
our scientific skills as we explore the
world around us!






What was it like to live in Halifax 100 years ago?
What did the highstreet look like?
What were the headlines in the Courier then?
What was school like for our ancestors?

Physical

Religious

Education

Games




Just a few of the questions we will be researching
as we travel back in time!

Education




Can they use hitting, kicking and/or rolling in a
game?
Can they stay in a ‘zone’ during a game?
Can they decide where the best place to be is
during a game?
Can they use one tactic in a game?
Can they follow rules?

Working together.




What groups do we belong to?
How do we work together?

